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1   Introduction

MCU-Link is a powerful and cost-effective debug probe that can be used seamlessly with MCUXpresso IDE. It is
compatible with tools/IDEs that support CMSIS-DAP protocol. It also includes a USB to Universal Asynchronous
Receiver Transmitter (UART) bridge feature (VCOM) that can be used to provide a serial connection between
the target MCU and a host computer.

There are three MCU-Link designs:

- MCU-Link base model

- MCU-Link PRO

- MCU-Link on-board

PRO and on-board designs have support for energy measurement.

MCU-Link is based on the dual Arm Cortex-M33 core LPC55S69 microcontroller running at 150 MHz and
features a high-speed USB interface for high performance debug. The MCU-Link debugging tool offers an
advanced tool, MCU-Link PRO. In addition to SWD debug, SWO profiling and a USB to UART bridge features
found in the base MCU-Link, the PRO model adds a J-Link LITE firmware option, energy measurement, analog
signal monitor, USB to SPI and I2C bridging capability and an on-board LPC804 for peripheral emulation. MCU-
Link is also implemented on some NXP microcontroller evaluation boards; these implementations are referred
to as MCU-Link On Board (OB). MCU-Link OB features may vary between boards, but typically include energy
measurement, USB bridges and the J-Link LITE firmware option.

All versions of MCU-Link use the same firmware images and all are compatible with Windows 10, MacOS, and
Linux.

For the rest of this document, for simplicity, any usage of MCU-Link refers to the MCU-Link on-board model.

2   Objective

This application note demonstrates that the MCU-Link is a powerful and reliable tool for power measurements in
different applications. This document shows the results of the MCU-Link in different power settings and compare
to a third-party tool. For the purpose of this application, we use the LPC55S36-EVK. This evaluation board
comes with the MCU-Link available on board.

3   MCU-Link overview

MCU-Link provides support for SWD-based target debug, including features enabled by SWO trace/profiling I/O
support, and supports target debug systems (running from 1.2 V to 5 V). It adds a J-Link LITE firmware option,
analog signal monitor (1.2 to 3.6 V), USB to SPI, and I2C. It also includes many features to facilitate embedded
software development like energy consumption analysis. The resolution for energy measurement depends on
the maximum current range supported by the board MCU-Link implementation used. Refer to the user manual
for specific current range and corresponding resolution.
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Figure 1.  MCU-Link as an on-board debugger and energy measurement tool for the LPC55S36-EVK

The MCU-Link includes circuitry to measure supply voltage and current drawn of the target. The energy
measurement features in MCUXpresso IDE can display this measurement data along with energy and power
consumption. The measurement hardware automatically selects either a low or high range current to provide
higher accuracy at low currents. Automatic range switching from low current drawn to high current drawn avoids
excessive voltage drop across the sense resistors.

The power measurement feature is intended for low power measurements, with a target MCU running at up to
3.6 V. The design uses the LPC55S69 16-bit ADC, with power data sampled at up to 100kS/s. At high sample
rates, MCUXpresso IDE may not capture all data, so the sample rate must be adjusted using the configuration
options in the energy measurement configuration settings in that tool.

4   LPC55S36-EVK overview

LPC55S36 is an Arm Cortex-M33 based microcontroller for embedded applications. This device includes up to
256 KB on-chip flash, up to 128 KB of on-chip SRAM, FlexSPI with cache and dynamic decryption. Among the
many peripherals that it includes the most notable in this device are full-speed USB host and device interface
with crystal-less operation, CAN FD, a variety of timers, eight flexible serial communication peripherals,
one SPI Filter, one QuadFlash Filter, one DMIC, one I3C interface, two 16-bit 2.0 Msamples/sec ADCs, four
comparators, three 12-bit 1 Msample/sec DACs, three OpAmps, two FlexPWM timers, and two QEIs.

To provide a more complete analysis, we use all power-saving modes available in the LPC55S36 MCU device,
as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Device supporting a variety of power modes

4.1  Sleep mode
Sleep mode saves some power by stopping the Cortex-M33 core without affecting peripherals or requiring
significant wake-up time. The clock to the CPU is shut off. Peripherals and memories are active and operational.
The CPU is stopped and execution of instructions is suspended until either a reset or an interrupt occurs. Sleep
mode only eliminates dynamic power used by the processor itself, memory systems and related controllers,
and internal buses. The processor state and registers, peripheral registers, and internal SRAM values are
maintained.

4.2  Deep-sleep mode
In Deep-sleep mode, the full device remains powered, but flash and ROM are shut down, with the cost of a
longer wakeup time compared to the SLEEP mode. The system clock to the CPU is disabled as in sleep-mode.
Analog blocks are powered down by default but can be selected to keep running through the power API if
needed as wake-up sources. The main clock and all peripheral clocks are disabled.

4.3  Power-down mode
Power-down mode turns off nearly all on-chip power consumption by:

• eliminating power used by almost all analog modules
• eliminating almost all digital peripherals power by shutting down the DCDC and the LDO_CORE

The flash memory is also disabled. Any SRAM instance that is not configured to maintain its internal state
will lose it. When a wake-up event occurs, the Cortex-M33 CPU code execution resumes from where it has
stopped.
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4.4  Deep power-down mode
Deep power-down mode shuts down virtually all on-chip power consumption but requires a significantly longer
wakeup time. For maximal power savings, the power domains are shut down. Only the Always-on power
domain PMU, PMC, the RTC and the OS Event Timer stays powered. Clocks are shut off to the entire chip
device with the exception of the RTC and the OS Event Timer if they are needed. On wake up, the device
reboots.

5   Hardware configurations for energy measurement

To avoid excessive voltage drop across the sense resistor, the automatic switching from low current
measurement to high current measurement is controlled solely by hardware. When switching from high current
to low current measurement the MCU-Link firmware controls the switch back to low current measurements
triggered by an interrupt from a monitoring circuit. The measurement circuit self-calibrates each time the MCU-
Link is powered on.

To measure certain rails of the EVK, some jumpers (JP74 and JP75) must be removed. We can use these
two points to connect the MCU-Link energy measurement circuit in line with any supply rail, just as one would
connect an ammeter. You can connect jumpers from JP74 (pin2) and JP75 (pin2) to any power rail that is
available on board. To measure the total current, it is only necessary to remove JP33, since it is already
connected to these two terminals.

Figure 3. JP74 and JP75 Schematic and Physical location on LPC55S36-EVK

For example, to measure the main power rail, remove jumper JP28 and connect the two ends to JP74 and
JP75.
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Figure 4. Jumpers that need to be removed for Main Power current measurement with on board MCU-Link

6   Comparative tests between MCU-Link and Joulescope

To provide an example of the accuracy of the MCU-Link energy measurement feature, this section describes
how to reproduce test results made using a Joulescope and an MCU-Link on an LPC55S36-EVK.

Tools as below are needed:

• MCUXpresso IDE version 11.5.1 or above
• Firmware update for MCU-Link CMSIS-DAP V2.250 or higher
• LPC55S36-EVK SDK version 2.10.2 or above

To build and run the example, perform the following steps:

1. Open the MCUXpresso IDE.
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Figure 5. MCUXpresso IDE
2. Find the QuickStart Panel in the lower left-hand corner and then click on Import SDK example(s)….

Figure 6. QuickStart panel

3. Click on the LPC55S36-EVK board then click on Next.
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Figure 7. Selecting board
4. Import an example from the LPC55S36-EVK SDK power_mode_switch, then click on Finish.
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Figure 8. Selecting example from the SDK

5. Select the project and build it. Once the project has built successfully, select Debug.
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Figure 9. Selecting, building, and debugging the project
6. Stop the debug session and open a serial terminal select the MCU-Link port. Use the following settings for

serial console as mentioned:
• Baud rate 115200
• No Parity
• 8 Data bits
• 1 Stop bits
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Figure 10. MCUXpresso IDE offers a terminal window
7. Reset the board using SW2 (RESET) switch and the serial terminal displays output.
8. Enter a number 1, 2, 3, or 4 from the keyboard to put LPC55S3x/LPC553x into sleep mode, deep-sleep

mode, power-down mode, or deep power-down mode.

Figure 11. Example from SDK

For the test results below, adjustments to the SDK example were made, to improve measurements as well as
automatically switch between power modes to allow for cleaner comparison. In addition, the RTC was enabled
during all power modes and used the alarm to move on to the next power mode. Download AN13660SW and
use the Import from file system option from the Quickstart menu.

7   Current measurements

In the following example, we can see the current measured on the main power rail through JP28 on the
LPC55S36-EVK. The application runs the RTC timer as a wake-up source for the low power modes and
provides a time frame to better appreciate the current measured during that power setting.
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7.1  Current measurement with MCU-Link

Figure 12. MCU-Link energy measurement window
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Figure 13. MCU-Link energy measurement window power-down and deep power-down

The current drawn by the target MCU is measured by measuring the voltage drop across sense resistors in the
LPC55S36-EVK board. For current measurement, the supported voltage range is 1.7 V – 3.6 V.

Target MCU current Supply voltage Supply voltage jumper Sense resistor

IDD current (total current) MCU_VCC_3V3_1V9 JP33 R432

VDD current MCU_VDD JP20 R433

VDDA current MCU_VDDA JP21 R434

VBAT current MCU_VBAT JP22 R435

VDD_MAIN current MCU_MAIN JP28 R436

Jumpers JP74 and JP75 control the availability of the MCU_VCC_3V3_1V9 and VCC_3V3_1V9 supplies,
respectively, in the MCU-Link current measurement circuit. The measurement hardware automatically selects
either a low or high range current to provide higher accuracy at low currents. Automatic range switching from
low current drawn to high current drawn avoids excessive voltage drop across the sense resistor. The MCU-Link
firmware triggers the switch back to low current measurements.

The measurement circuit self-calibrates each time the LPC55S36-EVK board is powered on. No user
intervention is required to set up the calibration or adjust the measurement ranges. The power measurement
feature is intended for low-power measurements, with a target MCU running at up to 3.6 V. The design uses the
LPC55S69 16-bit Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), with power data sampled at up to 100 kS/s.

Maximum measurable current is 50 mA. Accuracy may vary with temperature and is provided for reference
purposes only.

Measurement range Resolution Accuracy (typical)

200 nA to 400 μA 200 nA 1 %
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Measurement range Resolution Accuracy (typical)

> 400 μA to 50 mA 5 μA 1 %

7.2  Current Measurement with the Joulescope

Figure 14. Joulescope window

7.3  Joulescope vs MCU-Link

Mode Joulescope MCU-Link

Active 2.79 mA 2.67 mA

Sleep 2.33 mA 2.23 mA

Deep sleep 102.31 μA 102.00 μA

Power down 4.17 μA 4.11 μA

Deep power-down 4.09 μA 3.56 μA

Table 1. Joulescope vs MCU-Link

8   Conclusion

In conclusion, the MCU-Link PRO as a standalone or on-board device is an excellent option, for low power
application measurement analysis. We can see that the current measurement is comparable to the third party
product seen above. The small resolution allows to finetune our application and see the changes in current
depending on the modules that have been enabled or disabled, as well as configure trigger conditions to
measure the current in certain moments.
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9   References

• MCU-Link Pro (document UM11673)
• LPC553x Reference Manual (document LPC553xRM)
• LPC553x Product data sheet (document LPC553x)
• LPC55S36-EVK Board User Manual (document LPC55S36-EVKUM)
• LPC55S36-EVK Schematic

10   Revision history

Table 2 summarizes the revisions to this document.

Document ID Release date Description

AN13660 v.0.1 24 January 2024 Removed Arm logo from front-page

AN13660 v.0.0 15 June 2022 Initial public release

Table 2. Revision history
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